W/C 4.5.2020 - Year 2 - Home Learning
This week in English we will cover a range of skills including spelling, writing and reading. In writing, we
will be learning all about diary entries. Now, we know that we’ve written some before, but this should be a
bit more fun, as it’ll be all about one of your teddies and an adventure they go on with you.
In maths we would like you to focus on addition and subtraction. We have now decided as a school to
use the White Rose Maths website to provide a video activity and follow up activity sheet for
each day. See the outline on the next page for details. We have sent enough activities to cover four days
this week due to Friday being a bank holiday.
In topic we will be learning about the life cycle of a plant and what it needs to grow and stay healthy. We
will also be learning about Victory in Europe Day.
Please scroll down to find the activities and sheets that you will need. How you structure your week at
home is of course entirely up to you (parents). We appreciate that it is challenging to work from home with
children, while trying to home school them at the same time, so please use your discretion as to when to
deliver these activities. There is no expectation to have work sent back to us.
Please do not feel you have to print sheets off if there isn’t the need to. Use the worksheet on the screen
for children to point/refer to. We have included an overview chart briefly explaining all the activities.
It has been a pleasure to hear your voices on the phone last week. If we haven’t spoken to you yet, please
don’t worry - we will be calling you every few weeks just to see how you’re all doing. If ever there was
something urgent, that couldn’t wait, please contact the school via enquiry@coppice.bham.sch.uk or via the
school telephone number on 0121 464 7022.
Twitter - @CoppiceB75
If you want to share some of the work the children are particularly proud of or you wish to show us some
other fun they’ve had at home (baking, making, creating), then please share it by tweeting us @coppiceb75
It’s always a pleasure to see you having fun.
Phone Conversations
It has been lovely to hear about so many of you being out and about in your gardens, enjoying the
sunshine (even if there has been far less this week). At home, there’s clearly a lot of baking and making
going on. It’s a pleasure to hear about everything that you’ve been getting up to. I mean, we’ve had
birthdays, lost teeth, virtual play times with friends, potion making - the list is endless! There’s clearly a lot
of fun and learning happening at home, so a big thank you to all the parents working so hard (on top of
your actual job!). Thank you.

Week commencing 4th May 2020
Literacy
Reading
Reading for pleasure for 15
minutes at least 5x per
week.
Reading Task 1—
Inference task (APE)
Reading Task 2– Prediction
task
Writing
Diary entry about an
adventure you’ve been on
with one of your teddies.
Remember to plan your
diary entry before you
write it. See Duke and
Spot’s adventures to give
you an idea of what your
teddy might get up to.

Maths
Warm ups:

Continue addition/
subtraction work booklet
- 5 minutes a day.
Times table speed tests:
https://
www.timestables.co.uk/
speed-test/
Select either 2, 5 or 10
times table (try 3 if you
score high in the others)

Year 2 Maths:
Wc 4.5.2020

Please follow the link to
access the maths
First, use the Twinkle
slides to go through what a resources and video for
the maths learning we are
diary entry is. Then, read
doing this week:
the diary examples. Ask
yourself which ones are the https://
better ones. After that,
whiterosemaths.com/
plan your writing—use the
homelearning/year-2/

Topic
Science
1.To learn how seeds
grow into mature
plants.
Complete a cut and
stick of a lifecycle of
a sunflower

9.00am - PE with
Joe Wicks
https://
youtu.be/6va_dpwhro

2. To learn what a
plant needs to grow
and stay healthy.
Grow a plant and
complete a diary or
carry out a science
investigation.

GoNoodle

History
What is VE day?
Read about VE day
and complete some
fun activities to
picture and question cards
commemorate the 75
to help you come up with
For lesson five, there is
year anniversary.
ideas for your own teddy
(yes, you can magpie these an optional quiz/
•
Make party
challenge.
ideas!). After that, read
bunting
the example from Duke and
•
Make a spitfire
the one from Spot. Finally, If week 3 is not available
writer your own diary
at the start of this week,
aeroploane
entry.
please look at week 1, as
•
Do some
Spelling and Phonics
we have not covered
wartime cooking
Task 1—Tricky word games these online lessons
Use the word mat to play
•
Listen to 1940s
previously. White Rose
fastest finger and word
music and watch
are
struggling
with
the
races. Follow the
high demand to their
dancing!
instructions on the sheet
website and resources.
to revise reading and
•
Sing along with
spelling the words.
Thank you for your
Horrible
Task 2— Suffix Revision
patience.
Histories.
challenge cards
Choose a card and complete
the activity. Some require
Optional extension:
a discussion and others
See the sheet in the
require written answers.
maths section of this
Task 3—Play teachers!
pack.
Talk about the rules for
spelling words when adding
suffixes .
Other
Rules for spelling
10.00am - Maths
If it is a consonant+y,
change the ‘y’ to an ‘i' and
with Carol
add the suffix. E.g. beauty
Vorderman
= beautiful. If it is a
vowel+y, just add the
www.themathsfact
suffix. E.g. joy+ful.
or.com
Now play teachers and
correct the spellings by
using the rules you’ve
learned. Can you write them
in a sentence too?
Other
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCP_FbjYUP_UtldV2K_-niWw

P.E

PSHE
Have a conversation
with a family member
of how amazing you
are!

Other

Mindfulness
games—

Create a mood
picture. Look at
different colours.
How do they make you
feel? Why?
Use chalk to shade a
mood picture in the
garden on the path
(weather permitting)

Create an
obstacle course in
the garden. Try to
incorporate
balance, jumping,
throwing, skipping,
Cosmic Kids yoga
dribbling, and
https://
running.

www.youtube.com/
user/CosmicKidsYoga

Reading

Inference - Read the text below and answer the questions using the APE structure. ‘Answer’ means giving a
simple straightforward answer e.g. The swimming baths. The ‘prove’ means finding evidence in the text and
writing it out as it is. The ‘explain’ means combining your answer and prove together. E.g. I know she’s at the
swimming baths, because it says the floor is wet, children were swimming and she’s on a diving board.
'This is my favourite shop,' said Dad, stopping by the window. 'Let's go in and see what they've got today.'
Lucy pushed open the door. A wonderful smell of warm bread greeted her. It was one of her favourite shops
too, and she loved Mr Archer who owned it. Mr Archer was always jolly and smiling; he was very fat, and
looked as if he ate quite a lot of his own buns. Lucy could see some of that day's batch of buns and cakes on
the counter behind the glass screen. They looked simply delicious. Dad didn't usually buy her anything in here
because Mum said it would spoil her tea, but Mr Archer sometimes gave her something as a treat. Lucy
looked longingly at the buns, and Mr Archer grinned as he popped one in a paper bag. 'Mind you eat your
tea, though,' he said, 'or we'll both be in trouble.'
Where were Lucy and her dad? How do you know?
Answer
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Prove
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Explain
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Prediction - Read the text and use the clues in the text to help you work out what might happen next.
Remember to look back at the text to help you - we want a sensible prediction of what might actually happen
next.

Read the passage below. Write what will happen next.
"Don't forget to lock the barn behind you, so the animals don't get out." Farmer Green told his new farmhand, Danny. Danny nodded and went to work. He fed all of the animals, and then he cleaned the stables.
As his shift on the farm came to the end, Danny dashed away from the stable doors, forgetting to lock them
behind him.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Read the passage below. Write what will happen next.
As Frank marched through the desert to find his treasure, the high winds blew sand at speeds that stung his
skin. Frank went to drink from his bottle but there was no water left. How awful it was! Suddenly Frank’s
knees began to wobble…
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Writing

Writing - Diary Entry
This week in writing, we will be learning all about diary entries. Now, we know that we’ve written some
before, but this should be a bit more fun, as it’ll be all about one of your teddies and an adventure they go
on with you. To help you understand diaries a little better, we’ve got some examples for you on the next
few pages, as well as a handy tip on what’s best to include in your diary entry. Remember that a diary
entry is you (first person - I) writing about what YOU did with your teddy. Keep in mind that names should
have capital letters, so if you mention your teddies name (Duke or Spot), please remember to use a capital
letter. E.g. I went to the shops with Duke.
Read the next few pages to understand diaries better.
Here’s a success criteria, so you know what you need to include when you start writing (you’ll need this
after the next few pages).
Success Criteria:
•
Dear diary,
•
time connectives
•
makes sense
•
capital letters
•
full stops
•
question
•
past tense
•
co-ordinating conjunction (e.g. or / and / but)
•
Subordinating conjunctions (when, if, that, because)
•
check spellings carefully (phonics/word mat)
•
Handwriting neat and be careful with size.

Writing a Diary Entry

When you write a diary entry, you are writing
about a day in the life of a real person or
character.
The diary entry needs to sound as if the
person or character has written it, so it needs
to be written from their point of view.
It also needs to be exciting
and interesting to read.
To get this right,
just follow a few easy steps...

Diary Writing Must...
include the date and/or time
The date or time can be written at the top of the page like this...

or it can be included in the first few sentences of a diary entry like this...
‘It is past midnight but I am still wide awake because my day has been so exciting.’
This is important because it tells the reader exactly when the diary is being written.

Diary Writing Must...
be written in the past tense
When we write a diary, we write in the past tense. This is
because we are writing about something that has
already happened.

Look at the sentence below. How would you change it into the past tense?
I can not sleep very well as I am so excited about my birthday party! I wake up at
5am and get dressed…
I could not sleep very well as I was so excited about my birthday party! I woke up
at 5am and got dressed…

Diary Writing Must...
use the words ‘I’, ‘my’, ‘we’ and ‘our’
These words are special because they tell us the diary is being
written by someone and they are talking about themselves.
We call this kind of writing ‘first person’. Look at these two examples.
Which one uses the correct words to be written in ‘first person’?
I played with the new football I got for my birthday.
When my brother came home, we went inside our house. First person!
She played with the new football she got for her birthday.
When her brother got home, they went inside their house. Not first person!

Diary Writing Must...
write as if you were there
When we write a diary, we have to make
the reader think we were really there.
We can do this by including lots of detail and description.
Look at the example below.
What extra detail and description could you add to make it sound
as if it was written by someone who was really there?

My noisy, trustworthy rocket landed on the rocky,
uninviting moon at exactly 5 o’clock. I met some hilarious,
spotty aliens who live in dark, gloomy craters and we had
a picnic of jam sandwiches and moon cakes.

Diary Writing Must...
put the most important events in
order
In a diary, we usually write about the events of our day in the order
they happened, starting with what we did first when we woke up
and finishing with the end of our day.
We only include the most important or interesting events.
Look at the sentences below.
What order should they go in if they were part of a diary entry?
In the afternoon I went up to the battlements to practise my arrow skills.
I woke up early and joined the other knights in the main hall for a breakfast.

I fell asleep worrying about what tomorrow could bring...
I spent the morning practising sword fighting in the castle yard.

Diary Writing Must...
describe feelings
A diary is usually a secret place to write how you feel about what has
happened to you in the day.
In a diary, you might include feelings, hopes or fears that you wouldn’t
want anyone to know about.
Look at the examples below.
Where have these diary writers described their feelings?
I changed the poorly soldiers’ bandages and cleaned their wounds. Some of
the injuries made me feel sick to look at but I didn’t let my disgust show.
I couldn’t believe we’d won The World Cup! I was flooded with disbelief
and my whole body tingled with excitement and pride.

Diary Writing Must...
use time linking words, e.g. ‘next’, ‘first’ and
‘then’
A diary is usually describing lots of events.
To make sense of when these events happened it is helpful to include
time linking words, such as ‘next’, ‘first’ and ‘then’.
If we just use one word, such as ‘and’ to link the events
in our diary it can get very boring!
Look at the example below. Can you think of different time words the writer could
use at the start of each sentence to make their diary entry more interesting?

(First,) I scrubbed the deck. (Next,) I climbed the rigging to keep a lookout. (Then,)
(then,) We stood to attention for the captain to talk to us.
(Then,)
(After that,) The captain made someone walk the plank!

Diary Writing Must...
talk about where events
happened.
As well as explaining when events take place,
it is also helpful to explain where they took place.
We might want to include the country, city, building, room
or even planet where events take place!
Look at the example below. How could you include where these
events took place to help the reader understand?

I arrived in this tiny English village, early this morning. The journey from
London was very long and tiring. We waited around for ages in a church
hall until different families came to choose us. I was chosen by a lady
called Mrs Moggs. Now, I am writing this in a strange bed, in my new
room at her thatched cottage, missing my home in the East End.

Diary Entry Examples (Are they really that good?)
Saturday 2nd May
Dear Diary,
Today I woke up early and walked down stairs. Once I was downstairs, I saw my dad. He asked me what I
would like for breakfast. I asked for cornflakes and then I ate my cornflakes. After breakfast I brushed my
teeth and went to the park. After the park I had chip shop for my tea and went to bed.
Speak to you soon Diary.

What do you notice? Does it engage the reader? Does it flow well? Is there enough detail? Did it sound like an
amazing day? How could this have been more fun?

Saturday 2nd May
Dear Diary,
What a super day I have had!
I woke up this morning and the sun was shining, so I asked my mom if I could go and play outside with my
friends. First I played on my skateboard. It was really good because I went down the hill really fast and didn't
fall off. After a while, we were a bit bored so we went and got our bikes. I wasn't going to wear my helmet
because it was a really hot day but my mom made me. I suppose it's better to be safe than sorry.
We rode our bikes to the park and played out for ages. It was fantastic.

What do you notice? Does it engage the reader? Does it flow well? Is there enough detail? Did it sound like an
amazing day? How could this have been more fun?

Planning - Before you start your writing, you’ll need to plan out what you’re going to write about. Usually,
we’d say to choose 3 key events throughout the day and write about those. One paragraph for each event.
I’ve attached some example photos of Duke and Spot on adventures to inspire you and your ideas. Use the
questions to help you with your own plan.
You can be as creative as you like! Maybe you can use a device to take some photos of your teddies doing
something fun too? What an idea!

Explorer Day

Where was he exploring?
What did he see?
What did he use?
Was it good?
Which creature was his favourite?

Playing in a band
Where did he play in a band?
What did he play?
Who else was in the band?
What did they play?
Was their music like?

Cooking class
Where did Spot learn to cook?
What did he have to wear?
What did he cook?
How did he make it?
How did it taste?

Had a play date
Who did Spot have a play date with?
Where did they play?
What did they play?
Did they enjoy playing together?
What was their favourite game?

What did he cook on the BBQ?
What did it smell and taste like?
Where did he hide?
How was the weather?
What else did he do?
How did he feel?

BBQ

Playground

What did he play on?
How did his ice cream taste/look?
What was the weather like?
Did he enjoy himself? (feelings).
What was his favourite part of the activity?

Shopping Trip

Where did he go?
What did he do?
What was his favourite part?
Did he enjoy himself?
Describe how silly he was being.

Spa Day

How did he relax?
What did he accidentally do?
How did he feel?
Who did he get into trouble with?
Who did he make friends with?
Describe the bubble bath.

The Farm

Where did he go?
What animals did he see?
What naughty thing did he do?
Describe what he saw.
How did he feel caught in the spiky holly bush?

The Park/Picnic

What did he do?
What insect did he meet?
What did he eat for his picnic?
How was the weather?
How did he feel during his activities?

The Pond

What town was he in?
Who did he go with?
What animals/insects did he see?
Why was this activity filled with excitement?
Did he enjoy his swim in the pond?

Example diary entry from Duke.

Saturday 18th April
Dear Diary,
What a super day I have had!
This morning, I woke up at 5 in the morning and my mum was not impressed. She tried to make me go back
to bed, but I simply wouldn't listen - as usual. Luckily, a few hours later, we arrived at the supermarket. I always look both ways when I cross the road, because it's dangerous if we don't look. First, I hopped inside a
shopping trolley, so that Mr Matthiesen had to push me through the shop. While we were browsing, I jumped
out and pretended to be a toy for sale, but I couldn't fool anyone. Everyone just laughed loudly as they walked
past. Suddenly, right before my eyes, I saw the most delicious Easter egg I had ever seen.
In the afternoon, I went to the park with my family. When we arrived, we had a scrumptious picnic, filled with
lots of sandwiches, crisps and cookies. How lucky I was to have all those tasty treats! That afternoon, I also
met a very kind and caring young bee, who was collecting nectar from the flowers. I decided to join her and
jump through the beautiful daffodils as she collected the nectar. Unfortunately, not long after, I needed a wee,
so I found a nearby tree and did my business straight up it. How digusting it was! Just before we left, I found
a beautiful dandelion, that I blew away into the sky.
In the evening, I was playing catch with Rosie, when all of a sudden, she decided to chase me up the scratching post. How terrified I was! Luckily, she didn't catch me and I was saved by Mr Matthiesen. That same evening, I had an accident in the shops, because I couldn't hold it any longer. Then, the police came to check that I
was feeling ok. To finish the day in a relaxing way, I decided to have a warm, bubble bath with Rosie, Jasper
and Mr Matthiesen.
This has been the best day I’ve ever had!

Example diary entry from Duke.

Saturday 18th April
Dear Diary,
What a super day I have had!
This morning, I woke up at 5 in the morning and my mum was not impressed. She tried to make me go back
to bed, but I simply wouldn't listen - as usual. Luckily, it was a beautiful, sunny day so I went outside in my
garden. I took my magnifying glass with me and decided to search for bugs in the plants. What a lot of small,
wriggly creatures I found! The most amazing thing I saw was a tarantula hiding in a plant pot. I was so excited I yelled my mum to come and have a look but she was too frightened to come outside. I wasn't scared
would you have been? The magnifying glass made everything look huge but I wasn't frightened because I was
enjoying exploring far too much. Unfortunately my adventure had to end because mum called me for my lunch
and I can never refuse a big, juicy dish of duck and chicken with gravy. My morning had been amazing and
seeing a tarantula made it just that little bit more incredible.
After my delicious lunch I was ready for more fun. Suddenly I heard the doorbell ring and when I looked out
of the window I saw my friend, from school, Rainbow Dash standing at my door. I quickly opened it and gave
her a great big hug. Truthfully I'd forgotten she was coming but was so glad she'd remembered. How dreadful
it was of me to have forgotten! We decided to play our favourite game, hide and seek. I let Dash hide first but
quickly found her as her head was poking out of the top of the waste bin. Then it was my turn to hide. I always choose a super place to hide which is in the bottom drawer of my wardrobe. It took Dash 15 minutes to
find me. She wasn't very happy it took her that long because she got a little bored. I calmly suggested that
we went into the garden. It had been raining heavily so we had a great time jumping in dirty, muddy puddles.
Mum was not happy when we eventually went inside as we left a trail of muddy footprints behind us. Dash's
mum came to collect her and I cleaned the floor and had my tea. I really enjoyed playing with my best friend
today.
I was really full after my tea, I felt like my tummy was going to burst. However, my friends had arrived for
band practice. We went upstairs to my bedroom where we always practice our music. Ted plays the xylophone, Fish plays the piccolo and I play the guitar. To be honest, I think we're a pretty fantastic band. We
always practice in my bedroom because I have a pretend stage and it makes us feel like proper rockstars.
Have you ever imaginged you are a rockstar? I love playing the guitar and I had a try at singing today which
I really enjoyed. As usual mum bellowed, "be quiet" up the stairs. The more we play the louder we become.
Tonight was even more amazing because we played the song Shotgun. We felt very excited and felt extremely
proud of ourselves. When Ted and Fish had gone I lay on my bed and thought about the wonderful, entertaining day I have had. What a lucky dog I am having so many friends! I hope tomorrow is as eventful and
busy.
I shall write tomorrow Diary x

Spelling
and
Phonics

Phonics/spellings Task 1

Fastest Finger
A person chooses and calls out a word from the above word
mat.
Listen out for and point to the word as fast as you can. Try to
play against someone and see who is the fastest.
Word Race
Start at the top and going from left to right, how fast can you
read all the words accurately? How fast can you spell all the
words accurately?

Task 2

Task 2 Continued

Phonics/spellings Task 3

Teacher Game
Whoops! Can you correct these
spellings?

amazeing
freezr
bubbley
floatid
largeest
prouddest
changeing
Now write each correct spelling in a
sentence.

Maths

Maths extensions—optional

Topic

Science

Lesson 1
Learning Objective
•
To learn how bulbs and seeds grow into mature plants.
•
•

•

Watch the video https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z3wsbk7
Talk through the life cycle of a plant. Use the vocabulary germination,
seed, roots, shoots, stem, leaves, flower and fruit.
Talk through the slides on the following pages about the life cycle of
a sunflower.

Your Task
Read the fact sheet about the life cycle of a sunflower. Cut out the
statements and stick them onto the correct stage of the sunflower’s
cycle. One has been done for you in each stage.
Extension
Further your learning by having a look at these websites.
http://flash.topmarks.co.uk/2264
http://resources.hwb.wales.gov.uk/VTC/plant_life_cycles/eng/
Introduct/mains.htm
http://www.mbgnet.net/bioplants/grow.html
https://www.turtlediary.com/game/stages-of-plant-life-cyle.html

Read the fact sheet below about the different stages of
the life cycle of a sunflower.

Using the information you have just read, cut and stick
the statements below, onto the correct stage of the
cycle, on the worksheet on the following page.

The seed begins to sprout roots after 1-2 weeks.
After around 90 days, the sunflower will be fully
The flower shrivels and the seeds from its head fall.
A seedling grows and a few leaves appear on the stem.
The seeds have a hard coat and are black and white or
just black.
After 30 days, the bud forms.
The flower petals will start to wilt and the plant dies.
The flower head opens.

L.O. To learn to describe how seeds grow into mature plants.
Sunflower Plant Lifecycle

1

What happens during the first stage?
Seed and Germinating Seed

The seed is planted in soil or compost in Spring.

2

What happens during the second stage?
Seedling and Shoot

Roots grow underground.

3

What happens during the third stage?
Bud and Bloom

The plant grows taller and stronger, towards the sun.

4

What happens during the fourth stage?
Wilt and Regrowth

Some of the seeds settle in the ground and begin the
new sunflower’s life cycle.

Science

Lesson 2
Learning Objective
•
To learn what a plant needs to grow and stay healthy.
•

•

•

Watch the 2 videos https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zk7h34j/
articles/znpgrj6 and answer the quiz ‘what does a plant need to
grow?’
Recap on what a plant needs using the two slides on the following pages.

Try carrying out a Science investigation or keeping a diary of a seed
growing.

Extension
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/science-ks1-ks2-ivys-plant-workshopwhat-do-plants-need-to-survive/zkw2gwx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPL0F2V9_gY
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxfrwmn/articles/zrtdwty

What a Plant Needs
air
light
water

nutrients
warmth

Why Does it Need Them?
• If a seed is not warm enough, it will not germinate

• Germination is when the seed starts to sprout in to a plant
• If a plant does not have enough light, it will grow to be tall and
flimsy as it searches for light. It will probably die.
• If a plant is not watered enough, its stem will be fragile and
have very dry leaves. It will eventually die.

What Parts of a Plant Do

The leaves use a
process called
photosynthesis to
produce food for the
plant. They use light,
water and carbon
dioxide to do this.

The stem
transports water
and nutrients to all
parts of the plant.

The roots take up water and nutrients from the soil.
They also keep the plant in the ground.

•

We know, from our phone calls, that a lot of you have already planted
some seeds or bulbs and are enjoying watching your plants grow which
is fantastic. Keep making sure they have the correct amount of water,
light and warmth so they grow healthy. The following pages are a
guide to carrying out a science investigation or writing a diary
describing the growth and health of a plant you are growing.
Enjoy!

Why not carry out a Science investigation to find out what happens
to a seed if it does not have the correct amount of water, light, warmth
or soil.
Remember, for it to be a real scientific experiment it has to be a fair
test, you need to make a prediction, you have to record your results and
write your conclusion. Use the following sheets to help you carry out your
investigation.

L.O. To learn what a plant needs to grow and stay healthy.
Question
What does a sunflower need to help it grow and stay healthy?

Equipment
Sunflower seeds
Plant pots/cups

Soil
Water

What am I investigating?
What happens to a seed if it does not have the correct amount of water,
light, warmth or soil. Does it still grow? Will it grow and look the same as
a seed with all of the plants needs?

Fair Test The test will be fair because only one factor will change for
each sunflower. Each sunflower will be compared to the F sunflower
which will have light, daily water and will be planted in soil. This is called
the control.

Method
1. Add a sunflower seed and soil to cup A and place it in an area with
light and heat.
2. Add a sunflower seed, soil and 20 tablespoons of water to cup B and
place it in an area with light and heat.
3. Add a sunflower seed and 10 tablespoons of water to cup C and place
it in an area with light and heat.

4. Add a sunflower seed, soil and 10 tablespoons of water to cup D and
place it in an area with heat but no light.
5. Add a sunflower seed, soil and 10 tablespoons of water to cup E and
place it in an area with light but no heat.
6. Add a sunflower seed, soil and 10 tablespoons of water to cup F and
place it in an area with light and heat.
7. Water cups C, D, E and F every 2 days with 10 teaspoons of water and
cup B with 20 teaspoons of water. Do not water cup A.
8. Record your results every 7 days.

I think that the seed in cup _______ will grow the most
because ________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
Prediction

I think that the seed in cup ____________ will not grow because
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

Observations / Results
After 1
week

A
(no water)

(too much water)

B

A
(no water)

(too much water)

A
(no water)

(too much water)

C
(no soil)

D
(no light/ place
in a cupboard)

E
(no heat/ put
in a fridge)

F
(control)

C
(no soil)

D
E
(no light/place (no heat/place
in a cupboard)
in a fridge)

F
(control)

C
(no soil)

D
E
(no light/place (no heat/place
in a cupboard)
in a fridge)

F
(control)

What does
it look
like?

Height (in
cm)
Number of
leaves

After 2
weeks

B

What
does it
look
like?
Height
(in cm)
Number
of leaves
After 3
weeks
What
does it
look
like?
Height
(in cm)
Number
of leaves

B

Conclusion The seed in cup ___________ grew the healthiest. I

think this happened because _______________________________
______________________________________________________.
The seed in cup __________ looked the unhealthiest. I think this
was because ___________________________________________
______________________________________________________

The result that surprised me the most was the seed in cup _______
because ________________________________________________
______________________________________________________.

If you don’t have time to carry out the experiment why not plant a seed
and write a weekly diary of how it grows. Remember to record what you
gave to the seed to help it grow and stay healthy. Take some
photographs, measure the growth of your plant, observe the colour and
strength it has.

HISTORY

Friday 8th May is a very special day.

We would like you to read the information sheet below which explains what VE day
is.

On Friday it is a special day for people to remember that, 75 years ago,
World War 2 ended.
On the following pages we have included some activities you might want to
do to remember this very special day.

Make some Bunting to put in your window. You could use the Union Jack
bunting or decorate your own, maybe, you could draw a soldier, a spitfire
aeroplane or people celebrating.

Make a Spitfire Glider

Sing along with ‘Horrible Histories’ WWII VE Day song
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/watch/horrible-histories-songs-ve-daysong

Watch some dancing from the 1940’s. You might want
to try some!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xS5oCLXrQLs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zwn4wmn

Listen to some music from the 1940s
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/history-ks2-world-war-2clips-white-cliffs-of-dover/z6yd47h
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/history-ks2-world-war-2clips-in-the-mood/zvkt2sg
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/history-ks2-world-war-2clips-we-will-meet-again/zdhc382

Have a try at making one of these war time favourite recipes

Personal, Social and Health Education
(PSHE)
Look at each balloon and remind yourself of what an amazing person you are! Talk
about it with a family member—do you have any sentences the same?

